
Ecosystem Ecology Field Investigation 
       AP Environmental Science 

Name: ________________________________________ 

Date: _________________________  Block: ________  

You will be in the field researching ecosystem ecology.  As you explore ecosystems around Rolling Meadows High 
School, think of the following guiding questions, discuss them as a group and record your responses.  This document 
includes most of the information that you will need to understand for our ecosystem ecology unit, so be sure to 
understand each question and clarify discrepancies with one another. 

1. Find an ecosystem and describe what criteria you used to define the ecosystem’s boundaries. 

2. Find an autotroph, take a picture of it, and describe what makes it a producer. 

3. Find a primary consumer, take a picture of it, and describe how it obtains its energy. 

4. Find a secondary consumer, take a picture of it (or find a picture online) and describe what makes it a 
secondary consumer. 

5. Describe (you may not find) a tertiary consumer and describe what makes it a tertiary consumer. 

6. Explain the relationship between the trophic levels for the producers and consumers that you found (or 
described/looked up). 

7. Explain the difference between detritivores and decomposers and list what types of each may be present 
within your ecosystem (you will not see all of these organisms with the naked eye, so additional research 
may be necessary). 



8. Explain where the energy comes from that contributes to the gross primary productivity (GPP) of your 
ecosystem.  

9. Explain why the net primary productivity (NPP) of your ecosystem differs from its GPP. 

10. Explain what is meant by “standing crop” and discuss whether you believe your ecosystem to have a low 
or high standing crop. 

11. Explain why the ecological efficiency of within your ecosystem is fairly low. 

12. Diagram how a typical trophic pyramid for your ecosystem may appear.  You will not know exact energy 
values within your ecosystem’s trophic levels, but make some numbers up that exhibit your level of 
understanding of the movement of energy within trophic levels. 

13. Describe how the hydrologic, carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus cycles play a role in maintaining 
proper function within your chosen ecosystem. 

14. Explain the difference between ecosystem resistance and resilience.  Explain how resilient you believe 
your ecosystem to be and why you believe this to be true. 

15. Explain what is meant by the intermediate disturbance hypothesis and describe what you believe the 
disturbance level to be within your ecosystem.  Explain why you believe the level of disturbance within 
your ecosystem is what it is.


